Refractive index profile (black) similar to FMF, and the radial intensity profile for TE 01 (red) [4] .
producing 700 ps pulses, with a peak power of 21 kW, and a repetition rate of 6 kHz. The pump laser is coupled into 5 m of single moded fiber (SMF), in which the seed signal is generated via spontaneous Raman scattering (SRS). The mode excitation is performed in the few moded fiber (FMF) using a long period microbend grating (LPG). The grating is created by pressing an aluminium block with periodic grooves and a rubber pad together. Insets are provided of the two modes of interest; the arrows indicate the polarization of the mode. The supercontinuum source is only used when tuning the resonance wavelength of the grating; this is done by rotating the grating block. The mode coupling is maximized by adjusting the polarization controller (PC1) and the pressure applied to the grating. Typical conversion efficiencies between the fundamental mode and either of the higher order modes (HOMs) are approximately 90-95 %. The output of the FMF is either measured with an OSA or imaged on a camera. The refractive index profile of the FMF is shown in Fig. 1b . The fiber design eliminates the degeneracy of the first mode group consisting of TM 01 (radially polarized), TE 01 (azimuthally polarized), and the two degenerated modes HE 21 (mixed polarized). Therefore, strong mode coupling within the first mode group yielding the familiar LP 11 modes is avoided, and controlled excitation of the individual full vectorial modes is ensured, together with stable propagation along the fiber [4] . The Raman gain at a signal wavelength of 1117 nm as a function of peak power of the pump is shown in Fig. 2a . The signal is always in the fundamental mode, HE 11 , whereas the pump is in either HE 11 , TM 01 , or TE 01 as indicated by the legend. The Raman gain is found based on spectral measurements of the average power immediately after the LPG and after approximately 90 m of FMF. Theoretically, straight lines are expected as pump depletion is not occurring. Deviations are observed at low gain since the spectra are close to the noise floor of the OSA, and at high gain since the OSA is approaching saturation. Experimentally it is observed that the Raman gain is higher when pumping in the HOMs. The process of Raman scattering depends primarily on the co-polarized intensity overlap integral between the interacting modes. However, even though this overlap integral is smaller when the pump is in the TM 01 and TE 01 modes, these modes have the unique feature of being inherently polarization preserving [4] . Hence, the strength of Raman scattering becomes independent of polarization walk-off, which is known to reduce the gain by a factor of two when both pump and signal are in the fundamental mode. It is further speculated that the high gain obtained when pumping in the HOMs is related to the large germanium concentration in the outer ring of the refractive index profile, see Fig. 1b , as this is known to increase Raman scattering [5] . Spectra after 90 m of propagation in the FMF, with pump peak power of 307 W are shown in Fig. 2b , the mode of the pump is indicated by the legend. The peaks occurring symmetrically around the pump when pumping in either of the two HOMs are contributed to four wave mixing (FWM). The two HOMs have slightly different propagation constants, which leads to the few nanometer shift of the peak, i.e. the narrow phase matched wavelength region. The inset shows the power of the stokes (S) and antistokes (AS) when the pump is in the TM 01 mode as a function of pump peak power. The decrease in FWM power for larger pump powers is expected to be caused by depletion of the pump, which sets in as several cascaded SRS processes starts to take place. In summary, intermodal Raman gain was measured in a specialty designed fiber when pumping in the full vectorial modes, TM 01 or TE 01 . Over 30 dB of Raman gain was obtained using 90 m of FMF and pump peak powers of 250 W. Furthermore, when pumping in the HOMs FWM processes was also observed at wavelengths close to the pump.
